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RD-101.
The latest in a noble tradition
Our RD-101 DAC/network streamer is designed to deliver the very  
qualities of reproduction that we have strived to recreate since the  
day we founded Vitus Audio – namely, the highest attainable degrees  
of neutrality, detail and dynamism.  

Unlike its predecessor, the RD-101 is purely a DAC and does not 
include a line-stage. It offers instead a comprehensive range of regular  
inputs and, crucially, its own streaming board for use with an  
additional ethernet input. Hence it represents the ideal partner for  
our RI-101 Mk.II and SIA-025 Mk.II Vitus Integrated amplifiers. 

Once connected, the RD-101 operates as a fully-functional network 
streamer that will stream Tidal, Qobuz, Spotify and Deezer. It will also 
play content stored on a local NAS or a shared folder on a computer – all 
controlled by the MConnect App on your phone or tablet.

The RD-101 will also act as a one-box streaming DAC, requiring only a 
network connection, a music subscription and a tablet.

Other significant changes from the RD-100 include new DAC  
architecture, a new power supply and an improved output stage –
which refinements combine to achieve a ‘sonic leap’ from the RD-100,  
bringing it closer in sophistication and functionality to our Signature  
series SCD-025 Mk.II or SD-025.

The overall Vitus Audio ethos is, if you like, an uncompromising 
homage to great art. The qualities of total silence, great sonic depth 
and a spaciousness of sound-stage  bring the listener unbelievably close 
to any musical performance. And the RD-101 remains unerringly true to 
this inspiring vision.

“If you’re looking for a DAC that is effortlessly musical 
and doesn’t sound in any way ‘digital’ the RD-101 
should be right at the top of your audition list.” 
Audio Therapy UK

OUTPUT XLR Analog RCA Analog

Available 1 (L+R)                      or 1 (L+R)

Impedance 75Ω 75Ω

Frequency response +800kHz +800kHz

Signal to noise ratio >110dB @ 1kHz >110dB @ 1kHz

THD + noise <0.01% <0.01%

DAC

Master clock 24.576 MHz +/- 5ppm

DAC ES9028PRO 

DIGITAL AUDIO INPUT USB AES/EBU S/PDIF Streamer

Available 1x USB B 2x XLR 2x RCA 1x RJ45

Impedance 110Ω 75Ω

Sample rate 384 kHz + DSD128 192kHz 192kHz 192kHz + DSD 64

Resolution 24bit 24bit 24bit 24bit

POWER CONSUMPTION

Standby <1W

Operation 25W

DIMENSIONS

Height 103mm including feet

Width 435mm

Depth 396mm / 431mm with binding post

Weight 12kg
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RD-101
DEVICE OVERVIEW

Material: Aluminium for body parts

Dimensions (H x W x D): 103 x 435 x 431 (mm)

Total weight: 12Kg
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